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Elizabeth van Heyningen’s The Concentration Camps of the Anglo-Boer War: A
Social History is the first extensive scholarly study focusing on the history of/
and everyday-life of the concentration camps in the South African War. Van
Heyningen also highlights the fact that the concentration camps in South
Africa were not unique occurrences, since a vast range of camps were seen in
other parts of the world, especially due to colonial warfare.
Although Van Heyningen started doing research specifically on the medical
history of the camps, she realized that the medical history could not be
separated from the broader history against the backdrop of the social. As such
the book developed into an important contribution to South African social
history. It attempts to fill a gap within the South African historiography where
the history of the general society, affected by the camps, was significantly
neglected. A vast range of historical texts were written discussing the political
history of the war, but the idea of the camps tended to be generalized and
compartmentalized thus disregarding the social effects and history thereof.
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Through Van Heyningen’s intense research of the previously neglected primary
sources such as administrative correspondences, camp registers, testimonies
and so forth, she had made a notable contribution to the historiography of
the South African War.
The book consists of four parts that give a semi-chronological, but also
informative analysis of the camps. Van Heyningen’s account of the mythology
of the concentration camps provides the study with an important foundation
and also serves as key motivation for undertaking the study. She discusses
ideas regarding the history of the camps which has been accepted as an
ultimate truth, while certain facts has either been ignored or forgotten.
These mythologies have not only influenced historiography, but also the
general understanding of the camps. Consequently the book is an attempt
and method to either prove or disprove the mythologies through means of
historical analysis and scrutiny of information accepted as “facts” relating to
the camps.
An important discussion is the diversity of the people in the camps,
with accounts to the different races and classes who have been influenced.
Generalization of the history of the war disregarded the vast range of people
and thus also the vast influence of the war on the broader South African
community.
The social and economic state of South Africa before the war are important
aspects to consider, because the country was not in the same stage of
development as Europe and still rested on a pre-industrial type of hierarchy.
British women had a significantly different role in the family and society,
where the Boer women’s roles were idealised and they possessed a status
unequalled in contemporary Britain. The Boer women participated in the war
to a large extent and Van Heyningen stresses the agency of the Boer women,
especially because it is an indication of one of the motivations for Britain to
establish the camps.
Van Heyningen explains how Britain had a lack of decent policies regarding
the camps and how these reluctant policies led to the crises for which the
camps are known. Kitchener was the main propagator of the ruthless measures
of the camps with aims to force the war to an end. Van Heyningen shows that
these policies did not take the realities of an almost “total war” into account
when it came to civilians. Therefore the administration was also not sufficient,
leading to practical mismanagement which contributed to the poor food and
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medical sources. Health care was non-existent as well as the lack of proper
infrastructure. Her thorough focus on the nature of these policies goes further
than previous studies of the camps.
A large portion of the book focuses on the physical and emotional challenges
experienced by both white and black women and children in the camps and
an idea is sketched of what “being in a camp” involved. Van Heyningen’s
discussion regarding the black concentration camps is a much needed
discourse in the current South African historical field. Historians tended to
neglect this part of the war for a significant amount of time. The extent to
which black women and children also suffered and died due to the camps,
had not been previously realized. These tragic experiences are not euphemized
in the book and the horrifying circumstances are explained. By explaining
these experiences, one gains a better understanding of why the South African
War is still such a source of regret and tragedy.
Since the book started as a medical history of the camps, a portion in the third
part of focuses solely on medical history – a topic on which Van Heyningen
has published in the past. Many controversies and ideas regarding the British
and Boer medical care were under debate at the time of the war, but even
though the Boers were made out to be unhygienic, little was done to improve
their circumstances in the camps. Nurses had little or no medical supplies
and the fatality rate in the camps skyrocketed. In the recent historiography
of the South African War, this part of the book contributes to what has been
called “a debate without end” when the causes of all the deaths in the camps
came under the scrutiny of historians.
Although the book focuses on the camps and the women and children, Van
Heyningen does not neglect to discuss the men in the camps. The general idea
was that there were not a lot of men in the camps except for hensoppers and old
men. However, her study proves that more men were included than originally
believed and their circumstances equaled those of women. Furthermore, they
experienced difficulties regarding their identity in the camps and the hensoppers
were despised for giving up and betraying the Boers. Probably the most ironic
part of the camps, was that the British tried to educate the “refugees” in the
camps to become more “civilized”.
The final part discusses the aftermath of the war and the end of the
camps. Even at the end of the war Britain had false ideas and misguided
interpretations about the camps and the inhumane way in which they were
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managed. Additionally, the end of the war did not represent happiness for the
Boers or the Black population of the two former republics, since their homes
and farms were destroyed. Trust between each other was demolished and
families were scattered and devastated. Black people had a lot of difficulties,
since they were called traitors by the Boers, but they also did not get what
they were promised by the British and consequently their suffering cannot be
ignored in favor of ideas that have been propagated by historiography in the
past, namely that only the Boers carried the brunt of the war.
The trauma experienced in the aftermath as well as the remembrance thereof
was a post-war depression that hung over the country, with both psychological
and physical impacts on the inhabitants. The South African demography
was altered to a massive extent, but the war had paved a way for the rise of
Afrikaner Nationalism. Van Heyningen states that the black people suffered
the most, but they were also a form of collateral damage, since their political
situation did not improve much after the war. The concentration camps had
an immense impact and Van Heyningen succeeds in explaining why this was
the case.
Taking into account the length of the book, it is undeniable that there are still
noteworthy areas that could also be discussed concerning the concentration
camps. The lack of sources about the black camps also contributes to the lesser
account thereof in the book, as Van Heyningen points out as well. The term
“Anglo-Boer War” is a debatable label in the title, hence it could have been
wiser to use the politically correct term of “South African War”, especially
since it is more commonly used in current South African historiography.
Nevertheless, the book presents a comprehensive overview that is an asset to
the corpus of South African historical studies. In addition, it is comprehendible
for non-academic readers and will certainly appeal to the general public. Van
Heyningen illustrates a paradigm shift in the historical approach of the South
African War through sufficient knowledge and information, as well as a nonnormative approach through which the agency of women and children were
especially emphasized. The Concentration Camps of the Anglo-Boer War: A
Social History is without a doubt valuable reading and research material for
students and historians of South African history.
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In the historiography of apartheid some voices from the past have been
lost – conveniently forgotten and pushed into the shadows of oft repeated
struggle stories and figures with mass appeal. But these voices need to be
heard in order for the present generation to be able to deal with the past. A
book that opens with nine quotes on the importance of remembering the
past in order to successfully take on the future clearly aims to address this. In
The Forgotten People: Political banishment under apartheid, Dr. Saleem Badat
focuses on a mostly overlooked form of repression employed by the apartheid
government to maintain control of the rural areas, with which he hopes “to
reinsert ‘peasants and migrants as actors and shapers along-side the black
proletariat [and] the heroes of the African nationalist struggle’.” (xxiii) In this
he succeeds admirably.
Political banishment during apartheid entailed the forceful removal of critics
of the state or those simply accused of being “dangerous to the peace and good
order” (p.14). Without an opportunity to face their accused or even hear what
they were charged with, these “inciters” were taken to remote areas thousands
of kilometres from their homes, healthcare and means of employment to
areas where their own languages were not spoken. The physical and emotional
hardships that the banished faced have been overlooked – largely because of
a focus on the urban struggle and the tools of suppression that went with
it. Badat points out that: The intensely repressive character of the apartheid
state is well known. Less well known, however, is its operation in the rural
areas, especially during the period beginning with the electoral triumph of the
National Party (NP) in 1948 and ending soon after the banning in 1960 of
the African National Congress (ANC) and the Pan Africanist Congress (PAC)
(p. xiii).
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In The Forgotten People Badat reminds the reader of those individuals who
stood up against an oppressive regime and its machinations in the rural areas
and the unjust treatment they faced as a result.
The book opens with a chapter that briefly traces the history of banishment
in Eurasia and Africa. Beginning with ancient history, it then provides broad
outlines of incidences of banishment employed by colonial powers to break
the leadership in areas that they wished to colonise. This is followed by more
modern examples, notably of Soviet leaders who experienced banishment
without trial under the Tsarist regime and subsequently under Communist
rule highlighting that banishment is typically an administrative punishment
devoid of formal charges or opportunity to defend oneself in court. More
modern examples from Greece, Israel and again Russia indicate how effectively
banishment was used to silence those who criticised a ruling party. Whilst a
short skimming of the surface of the history of political banishment, Badat
uses these examples to great effect and summarises several key characteristics of
political banishment from them. A brief section on the history of banishment
from the days of DEIC rule to just before 1948 makes the point that banishment
in South Africa was not unique to the apartheid state and in fact relied on a
British colonial law, the Native Administration Act of 1927, whereby those
who were considered instigators and breakers of the peace could be removed,
without being formally accused or tried, thousands of kilometres away and
kept there for an indeterminate period of time. Badat also provides the socioeconomic context of the rural struggles and why banishment was considered
such an effective response when compared to other forms of repression used
by the apartheid state, such as exile and forced removals.
Whilst political banishment was applied to a relatively small (160) number
during apartheid, it had very effective results in maintaining the racist order.
Blending in specific case studies with historical analysis, the three chapters that
follow describes some of the more notable incidences of rural uprising dealing
with the uprisings from locations with relatively large numbers of banished in
a loosely chronological order. This provides much needed information on rural
resistance that has generally been overlooked in studies on apartheid and the
struggle. Banishment seems to have been especially effective in curbing rural
uprisings as they were, during the 1950’s and 60’s, not typically connected
to the larger organisations (ANC and PAC) and the removed agitators were
therefore less likely to keep up their resistance when removed from their
people. It was used when there was no adequate legal point with which to
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remove a suspected agitator, and it was particularly effective because it could
be so long lasting since there was no specified period of time assigned to the
internment.
For the most part, well known, mostly male, leaders, large organisations
and major urban uprisings have been studied and reproduced in political and
cultural messages at the expense of other struggle narratives, such as that of
women and rural resistance. Badat addresses this shortcoming by illuminating
the role of rural uprisings and reprisals as well as focusing on a few key women
who were banished. Badat employs the case studies of individuals, in these
chapters and the subsequent two to effectively show how little the banished
individual knew of the reasons for banishment, as no formal charge was
necessary nor any trial. It also shows how the victims rarely anticipated the
action and often were taken away with no warning and only the clothes they
had on their backs. Often, the victims were those who had already served a
term in prison that the government wanted to remove but had no means of
doing so through the court system.
In chapters 7 and 8, Badat provides some experiences of those subject to
banishment and various responses to banishment. The privations that they
faced during their forced stay on locations far removed from their people,
healthcare, or shops are supported by photographs by Ernest Cole who
captured the extreme loneliness, inactivity and poverty that accompanied
banishment. The author emphasises that those banished were not passive
victims but also reacted to and endured with courage the deprivations that the
isolation brought with it: “…to view those banished to alien, often remote
and desolate locations not only as victims, which they were, but also as
indomitable, courageous, tenacious and resilient people capable of enduring
considerable hardship and overcoming adversity” (p. 219).
While these two chapters highlight key aspects of the circumstances, brutality
and injustice that went with banishment, they do tend to feel repetitive as the
same information and quotes used in the individual stories in earlier chapters
are used again in explaining their lived experience during banishment and in
their attempts to fight it. This creates the impression that the last two chapters
have not been well-integrated with the book as a whole.
Yet, despite erring on the side of repetition, the book does meet the aims
of the author in that it provides much needed focus on the rural popular
struggles of the 1950s and 1960s in South Africa, on an overlooked repressive
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and cruel treatment in the form of banishment and in giving a voice to those
who had been removed from their family and their sacrifices in fighting for
justice largely forgotten by society. It also illuminates “…a much neglected and
largely unknown dimension of apartheid repression, to create an awareness of
banishment as part of the ‘the struggle of memory against forgetting’…” (p.
xxiii).
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